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University of New Hampshire

WUNH report is release~
· By John Gold
Sunday night the Student
Senate presented six recommendations for WUNH, the
University radio station which
has been under evaluation for
its concepts and operations.
According to Jim Singer.
' chairman of the Student
Activities Fee Council (SAFC),
the station was not fulfilling its
concept as a "service oriented
student organization serving
the University community."
Karen Johnson, student body
president said that the
recommendations were fair.
"I don't think any of these
recommendations are out of
line," Johnson said .
Michael Pouliopoulos,
general manager of WUNH ,
was not happy however.
"I've taken them (recommendations) as orders," he
. said. "Overall we feel pretty
bad about it."
The recommendations of the
senate include:
--that all e ected positions be
held by full time undergraduate
Novelist John Irving in the MUD last night. (Tim Skeer photo)
students and the number of
non-students in the organization be reduced.
--that WUNH keep the
University in mind when
selecting its programming.
--that th.e station teorg4nize
its management calender.
--that they limit the number
of program guides produced
during the summer.
By Tom Mooney
It is a shocking yet realistic ·
--that the station increase its
When John Irving talks, portrayal of life, Irving advertisment collection
people not only listen, but they defends; the reader must use his efficiency.
imagine. And most often it is imagination.
--that an architect be hired to
the image of a cruel and vile
"I don't think what happens evaluate the space utilization
world.
in my books is bazzar," Irving needs of the station.
Take, for example, Irving's said last night at a news · The recommendations,
current project; Cider House conference before reading fro"m according to Singer, should
Rules: a world where the his latest work to more than have some effect on the station.
"legendary howls of the orphan 800 in the Granite State Room
-Homer Wells;" awaken the of the MUB.
small ~aine town of Three
"They are not in any way
Mile Falls as he is bitten and violent enough. If you think my
punched by his orphan parents. work is violent, you are out of
touch with what is going on
around you and around the
-INSIDEworld, I just can't say anything
more."
In short, if you have come to
grips in accepting The World
According . to Garp, Irving's
best known novel, you will
have no problem with Cider
House Rules, written in the
same manner that mocks the
family in the slanted humorous style for which
Irving is known.
Homer Wells is the product
Men's hockey loses a
of St. Clouds, Maine, a logging
heartbreaker Saturday
town that gives its existance to
night, see story page 16.
the Ramsey Paper Co. The
town is a world of unwantect
To our readers:
babies, whoring, rape, and
The New . Hampshtre will
suicides.
not publish on Friday, Nov.
Yet it is through Homer's
27 or on Tuesday, Nov. 30.
travels through three orphan
· The next issue will be
families that we see the world of
Friday, Dec. 3.
St. Clouds - as miserable as it
is
- holds more truth and
•·
I

Defends 'violent' themes

Novelist John .Irving .

reads work at UNH

"I believe they an~ more than
· recomme~dations," he said.
Accordu~g to Russ Dumont,
program director for WU_NH
h?wever, t~e recomm_endat1ons
will have httle effect.
'_'There is nothii:ig th,~t's
go_mg to alte.r us drastically, he
said.
The percentage of Non- .
st u~ent employees of the
:,(a(wu,, ltd:,

alway~ " hovtrt<.1

around the le~al figure of 25
pe~cen~, acco~d1~p to_ ~umo~t.
This !1gure 1~ defm1tely m
comp!,1an~e ~ 1th the present
rule~, said Smger. .
Smger, howeve"r, pomted out

that with the exception of
WUNH, all SAFC organizations non-student percentage is
IO percent.
Singer also . s~ated that the
programming of WUNH
should reflect the needs of the
people it serves.
.
"WUNH should. remember
they are paid by students and
should serve those who pay
d1c:111,"

he: :,aitl.

Dumont, however, pointed
out that college radio is an
alternative to other radio. We
ar~-___Q~ovidtng a choice of
SENATE, page 7

Students try out a
form of martial law
By Kathy Brewer
A group of five officers clad
in khaki green sa_t at a table as a
·Jine of about 20 . gathers to
obtain their identification
cards.
"Name?"
"Andrew Kruse."
"Hair co for?"
"Brown."
"Eye?"
"Brown."
The leader's signiture and the
official- Richardson Socialist
Party seal are stamped on:.and
the process is complete.
"Remember to carry your
I D's with you at all times,"
commands officer Jeff Perron. ·
"Next."
No, you have not been
transported to Poland, you're
experiencing martial law, right

The residents of Richardson
House, the political interest
mini dorm. were subiect to
regiment rule of martial law
Thursday.
_ _
Doors to the dorm were
locked all -day. Guests and
residents had to be signed in
and out of the building by an
officer. All phone calls were
screened. Political books or
propaganda of any sort were
. not tolerated.
"The purpose of the project
was to give students an idea of
what it's like to live in a
controlled \ociety," s'aid Brad
Nichols, president of
Richardson House and one of
the five officers.
The experiment was made as
realistic as possible, but not to
LA w; pa1e 12 .
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here.

reality in it than the upgraded

town of Waterville. And we see
the Draper family, the epitomy
of optimism and hope, are
nothing more than hypocrits
living by a set of morals that
have to be taken "with a grain
of salt."

.

• •·

.

.

Bruce Shapiro~ an SAE pledge, turns a six-inch hot dog 3,500 times from T-Hall to the front ,
steps of SAE. (Tim Skeer photo)
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Walesa keeps low profile
GDANSK, Poland - Solidarity leader Lech Walesa has
continued to maintain his low profile, in the hopes of avoiding
actions that would anger Communist officials.
Walesa, a devout Catholic, chose not to attend a mass
where hundreds had gathered to see him. Instead, Walesa
celebrated mass at a chapel near his home.
Walesa has said he would not he making any political
moves for some time until he assessed the current political
situation in Poland.

llfrlOftAl
Banks reduce lending rate
NEW Y~RK - Major banks·, including Chase Manhattan
and Chemical Bank, reduced their prime lending rate by onehalf percent yesterday.
The rate is now the lowest it has been since September of
1980 at 11.5 pe~cen~. Also on Friday, the Federal Reserve
Board lowered its discount rate to a four year low of nine
percent.

138 arrested for DWI
CONCORD - State police made 138 arrests this weekend
for DWI offenders as police hailed their operations as a huge
success.
Out of the 138 offenders, 16 had previously been arrested
on the same charge. According to police, the usual number of
DWI arrests made over a weekend is about 40.
The new war against DWI offenders is to reduce the
number of alcohol related fatalities on the state's highways,
according to police. _

Safety whistles offered
The Department of Public Safety is giving away free
whistles to be used to signal an assault situation.
The whistles are florescent, may be attatched to a key chain,
and are available to any member of the University
community.
The whistles are to be used in emergency situations, said
_ Judith Haig, a member of the UNH Women's Center, and
should not be blown as a "practical joke." Haig also said
people should carry the whistle in an accessible place, not in
the bottom of a bag or pack.
·
The whistles are available at Janetos House (Public Safety)
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 4:30p.m., and in the MUB Women's
Center and the Commuter-Transfer Center.

Film discussion slated
The Seacoast Progressive Committee will present the film
"Pink Triangles" in the Vaughn room of the Portsmouth

Public Library on Wednesday, Dec. l at 7:30 p.m.T~e film reveals the irrational fear many people have of
-lesbians and gay men. The film also contains footage of the
persecution of gays in Nazi Germany.
Cathy Hoffman, one of the film makers, will speak about
the film and participate in disc~ssion after.

~'Amours rep. in Dover

Students recycle trash ·at UNH
By Brian O'Connor
When Jill Vierus looks to the
future, she often envisions New
England's scenic landscape
pockmarked by unsightly solid
waste landfills.
This picture undoubtedly
accounts for Vierus' keen
interest in recycling. Recycling,
in Vierus' assessment, offers the
most viable solution to the
landfill scenario.
"Recyclers are idealistic, but
it does save energy and reduces
' our dependency on foreign
sources of raw materials," said
'
Vierus.
During her four years at '
UNH, Vierus watched a
successful student-run
recycling operation taken over
by the University, only to see
the program dropped
altogether shortly afterwards.
Today, as president of
Students for Recycling, Vierus
oversees what is again a student
maint_ained recycling operation.
"The UN H. incinerator .
began operating in the fall of
1980, and instead of recycling
the garbag~ generated on
campus, it was burned for

Education is / seen by the
heat," said Vierus. "The
University considers this members as the major
recycling because it produces emphasis of the organization.
energy."
"Our goal is not only to
By the spring of 1980, recycle, but to educate the
however, University officials students on the merits of
found that glass and aluminum recycling," said Longwellcans didn't burn well. In fact, Grice.
"Ideally, we'd like to have the
bottles and cans caused several
dorm's House Council take
maintenance problems.
"Since the glass would melt responsibility to say 'Yes, let's
when it was heated, people do recycling,' and then have
were forced to spend alot of Students for Recycling go in
time cleaning the incinerator," and help them set it up."
Before tpat point is reached,
Vierus said.
As a result, there developed a Vierus stressed that participatmarket for recycling, which ion is crucial.
breathed new life into the
"Studeqts's learn recycling
Students for Recycling . through recycling," said
organization. At the same time, Vierus. "It's really important
a public image problem also for people to get actively
involved.
surfaced.
"People just don't know
"Manpower is definetely a
about us," said Alexander hall weak point," said club
director Rob Longwell-Grice, a treasurer Diane Damish. "The
new arrival with the club this organization is very transitory,
fall.
with people always coming in
"We've been so up and down or being lost to graduation."
the past two or three years,
Students for Recycling
students simply don't know currently consists of about
where we stand now," eight core members, according
Longwell-Grice said. "Now we to Vierus, who show every
must go back to the students RECYCLING, page 5
and explain recycling to them."

Board leads students to money
By Beth Orzechowski
Last year. approximately,
400 positions were filled and in
two months this academic year,
1 already I 00 have been filled
. through the UNH Job Board.
The Job Board is highly
visible, situated outside of the
· cafeteria in the MU B.
However, a great deal of
-students seem oblivious to how
effective the board is.
Anne-Marie Bodreaux,
Cathy Saunders and Lisa
Searles are the Student
Personnel Coordinators for the
Job. Board.
"We do everything it takes to
get jobs up on the Board,"
Saunders said. ·
The process of getting
prospective employers , to
advertise jobs takes a lot of
initiative and effort--these
three UNH students have
plenty of both.
Through the Chamber of
Comrperce, they sent out 300 of
their brochures to businesses in
Rochester, 300 to Dover, 900 to
Portsmouth and 425 to various
country clubs. They also hand
out brochures at all sports
events.
Bodreaux said, "We stress to
the employer that UNH
students are an excellent
resource; they're highly
motivated, flexible and
intelligent employees."
For the students, the
opportunities are limitless. The
jobs range from baby"sitting to
secretarial work; part-time to
full time; Work study or non. Work study, in Durham or in
the surrounding Sea Coast
area.
"There is work to be had and ,
work to do. If, for some reason
or another you need money,
you can obtain it through us,"
Saunders said.
.
Speaking at various business l
clubs allows them to personally
inform businessmen of their
service. They said they received
a lot of positive feedback from
the Rochester Kiwanis Club
and hope to get a . similar

response with the Portsmouth
Kiwanis, at their meeting next
month.
Through various public
services, they are able to
.advertise in a number of
newspapers and over the radio.
The Job Board is up-to-date.
The employers are asked to
notify the office once the job
slot has been filled, so the card
which describe~ the job can be
taken down and if a card has
·been on the board for more
than 30 days, it is pulled.
"It is not fun and games
.down here. Every day we are '
gown there making sure jobs
·are current," Saunders said.
The most astounding fact
about the · Job Board, aside .
from its_ tremendou job _

opportunities, is that it
operates on no budget
whatsoever.
"It is a service not only to the
student body, but to the
surrounding community also,"
Bodreaux said.
. "The Fox Run Mall will be a
fantastic job source. We are in
the process of contacting
different businesses there and
informing them about the
Board. We are running the Job
Board very professionally,"
Searles said.
All of the coordinators
stressed that their philosophy is
that of promotion--getting
their name around. From the .
response they've been getting, it
seems they've succeeded.

1

Congressman Norm D'Amours' area representative, Anita
Freedman, will be available to the Congressman's
Constituents in the Dover area on Wednesday, Noy. 24 from
10:30 a.m. until noon in the Municipal Building. Freedman will be at the Town Hall in Durham from 12:30
p.m. to I :30 p.m.

Rain likely
Today will be cloudy with occasional rain and highs of 50
according to the National Weather Service in Concord.
·
Tonight will be cloudy with a chance of rain and lows near
40 followed by strong winds tomorrow, cloudy skies and
highs around 40.~ , , ,
,

(. .

1

Job Board workers Anne-Marie Bodreaux (left) and Cathy
Saunders. (Tim ·Skeer photo)
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Channel 11 may get
five Elllllly awards

A member of the ambulance corps attends a patient. The ambulance corps is looking for more

personnel. (Steve Conney photo)

.

Ambulance lackh_1g personnel
By David Andrews
The Durham Ambulance
corps is now activelv lookinl?:
for personnel, specifically
am bu 1an c e at ten ct ants,
according to Corps President
Pat Ahearn.
The volunteer organization
cur_rently has 22 active
attendants who serve the towns
of Lee, Madbury and Durham,
including UNH.
This number is "a little below
normal" Ahearn said, as the
comfortable level is about 26 or
more.
Although the speed and
quality of the corps' responses
to emergencies is not affected,
the shortage in attendants is
less than desirable.
"It just requires more of a
committment from the people,
but the situations can still be
handled," primary ambulance
attendant Steve Conney said.
Ahearn attributed the
smaller number of attendants
to the possible lack of student
awareness of the organization's
recruitment efforts.
Another factor could be the
amount of time an attendant

must pu·t in to remain active.
Ahearn said 48 hours a month
is the minimal amount of call ·
time for an attendant, which
may be more time than most
students can .c ontribute.
Most attendants are certified
Emergancy Medical Technicians (EMTs) although people
completing American Red
cross Advanced First Aid
courses are eligible. All these
courses take time, EMT
training alone requiring at least
JOO hours of work.
Patience and desire -are two
qualities looked for in
attendants before they become
one of the three people to ride
the ambulance on a call,
according to Ahearn.

·9 % raises

11

Sacr;-t;ces
are worth island·experiences
J
_

II

II_

By Julie Hanauer
Students who study at the
Shoals Marine Laboratory on
Appledore Island make a lot of
sacrifices.
They are allowed to take one
shower a week, don't have any
televisions or radios and must
eat whatever the dining hall
serves.
However, most students feel
the sacrifices are insignificant
compared with what they learn.
Senior Christine Nolan spent
five weeks on Appledore this
past summer and three weeks
there the previous year. "All the
sacrifices you make are well
By Robi'1 Peters
worth it. The things you do and
University System of New
learn make it worthwhile."
Hampshire (USNH) employees
Scott Clites, another senior,
will see a 9 percent increase in spent all of last summer there.
salary and wages within the He said, "I learned a lot about
year.
_
the ocean, myself and what my
USNH Trustees voted to limits are. It's a lot of work but
adopt the increase in their really fun." .
meeting held at Plymouth State ·
"The courses are all intense,"
College on Saturday.
Nolan said. Clites spent ten to
The increase means that twelve hours a day between
teachers and staff will lectures and labs for his Marine
automatically receive 5 percent Pollution course. There will be
"across the board" and I 16 courses offered next summer _
percent equity increases in including one new one,
salary in addition to a 3 percent "Evolutionary and Ecological
merit increase.
Behavior." It will be about fish
The 6 percent increase will go and the -· plentiful bird
into effect Dec. 15 and will be population on the island.
retroactive to July, when the 3
Besides taking courses .
percent merit increase was students have the opportunity
passed, by the Board of to work on the island to help
Trustees.
pay for their classes or do
According to Student independent research projects.
. t\rt!_l~r Borror, associate
TRUSTEE, page 6
director of the Shoals ~farfne

Faculty,
staff .get

Sometimes the job requires
getting up in the middle of the
night to respond to a call.
For all this, attendants get
$20 a month as reimbursement
for gas money and coverall
cleaning expenses. "No one's in
it for the money that's for sure," ·
Ahearn said.
Most of the volunteers are
students at UNH and stay with
the organization for about
three years. Thus the Corps
personnel is "a little more
transient than most" Ahearn
said. Ahearn himself is a fulltime student. taking paramedic
courses at the New Hamps:tiire
Technical Institute.
CORPS, page 13

By Andrea Parker
said Dewyea.
_ ~ -.:.
New Hampshire Public
A Memorial Day segment of
Television Channel 11 has been "New Hampshire Journal" .
nominated for five Emmy entitled "The Wars Not Over: '
awards by the National An oral · Histo.ry" was
Academy of Television Arts nominated for outstanding
and Sciences, Boston/New segment/ magazine series.
· England Chapter.
The segment examined the
"New Hampshire Journal, "a plight of the Vietnam veteran
weekly news magazine that has who's "Country forgot about
· been on .the air since last the guys who served their
February was nominated for country when ·it · wasn't very
three separate awards.
popular to serve their country",
The show has already won an said Foster, who co-produced
award for Best Public Affairs the segment with Lisa Sweitzer.
Program from the NH
It covered a . parade and
Associates of Broadcasters.
picnic in New Hampshire
I n t he ca t e !; u 1 y o f where veterans c:ime out to be
outstanding public affairs with other vets and,
series, the program is up "Acknowledged publically
against two Boston shows, something they haven't been
WB-Z's Moneysense and able to do for the past ten
WCVB's Millers Court.
years," said Foster.
Nominated for outstanding
The program is produced
and directed by Alan Foster information series/ magazine
who said that from the vast , format was "New Hampshire
volume of entries, "To get Crossroads", a weekly features ·
nominated is the re a 1 program.
distinction. I'm proud the
Tom- Bergeron, the popular
"New Hampshire Journal" in Portsmouth radio personality, its first year has been was nominated in the
recognized'for three things.
outstanding individual '
"The people who make the achievement for acting/ per: show what it is are the two forming category. He hosted
· reporters, Barbara Coles and and produced a music and
Lisa Sweitzer," said Foster.
comedy special called 0ne
Laurie Greene-Dewyea of Night Only" for WENH.
Stratham, who created the
Bergeron also served as host
program's set was nominated for "New Hampshire Crossfor outstanding set design. The roads".
two others nominated in this
WENH has received four
category were from Boston's - Emmys since 1977.
.Channel 5, for a composite of'
The awards will b~ presented
sets and Channel 4 for '.'People Saturday December 4th at the
are Talking". ·
Boston Sheraton Hotel and
"I'm happy to be up against will be broadcast Sunday
two major Boston stations and December 5th on WGBH
to be recognized with them," Channel 2 at 10:00 pm.

Laboratory said there were 2030 students working on the ·
island and not taking classes. ·
He said there is "More financial
aid available than ever before."
Borror said that Graduate
students utilize the island's labs
for research and that the
general public is invited for the
two to four day non-credit
_courses which are offered ·
throughout the- summer. "We -

hope we can aiways get more ·
The- ievel of instruction is of
people to come out."
very high quality, according to
The advantage to studying Nolan. "You get to know the ·
on the island is that "things person who's teaching you.
were happening all the time. It You might learn while you're
was really exciting"said Clites. out on a boat or while you're
Nolan said, "things happen so ·playing the guitar. In a
spontaneous~y because of the . classroom you don't always
location;" This past summer a pay attention. You have your
pair of Right Whales, an hands on what's going on.
endangered species, visited the Things that you do yourself
harbor for a w~ole day.
- you learn the best."
· Clites -agreed, "You learn
more out there than you ever
would in classrooms."
- Another advantage to
learning on Appledore is that
the courses are short. "The
longest course was three
weeks," said Clites. "You're
tested on it soon enough so that
· you can still remember it from
lectures."
180 students participated in
_the various cour~es offered _las\
summer, accordmg \o Borror.
"I'd like to see more UNH
students take advantage of it
It's a special educational
opportunity for them."
The island means more to
students than just courses. ,
"Something makes you want to
go back," said Nolan. "It's
almost like there's a little halo
or a dome over it and no one's
touched . it." Clites agreed,
"There's nothing else like it in
the world."
Seagulls, herons and egrets
have made the island their
nesting sight and the water is
clear even sixty to -seventy feet
UNH offers summer instr~cti~n ~tth~,I~les otshoals. (Andy
Hoffman photo)
SHOALS, page 13
.
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Two students struck by vehicle

University Theater

On . Saturday two UNH
students received minor
injuries when a vehicle struck
them in Lot E. The students
thought they knew the driver of
the vehicle and had jumped out
to wave the driver down. The
vehicle struck both of them and
left the scene.

60TH ANNIVERSARY SEASON PRESENTS

Veronica's Room
THE THRIU£R BY IRA LEVIN, AUTHOR OF "DEATHTRAP" AND "ROSEMARY'S BABY"
DIRECTED BY GILBERT B. DAVENPORT
.
·
NOVEMBER :II-DECEMBER 4 AT 8 P.M.
PREVIEW: ,._.,BER 29 AT 8 P.M.

DECEMBER 1 AT 2 P.M.

JOHNSON THEATER
PAUL CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM
GENERAL: $4
USNH STUDENTSIEMPLOYEESIALUMNI, SENIORS: $3
PREVIEW: $1 GENERAL ADMISSION

r

~
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Also on Thursday a Public
Safety Officer was dispatched
to T-Hall to aid an unconscious
female . .Upon arrival, he found
the subject was conscious but
diny. Sht> w~s tr~m:ported to

AH9NiTIOIII: ID-2200

DINNER THEATER PACKAGE

I ..

NEW 'ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURANT

- the Dover Hospital to be
checked.
·
. While on routine building

Muso Film Series Present ...

cliecks Friday, a Public Safety · Container Ordinance on
Officer discovered an open Saturday. He is scheduled to
window on the ground floor of appear in court on 12/.J/82 at
Hamilton Smith. The officer 9:00 a.m.
heard sounds and saw two
On Sunday, Scott M.
subjects entering the building.
A complete search of the Shephard, 19, of Manchester,
building came up with negative NH was arrested for criminal
trespassing in Smith Hall. He
results.
entered through a second floor
On Thursday a UNH student window. He is scheduled to
reported that the hood of his appear in the Durham District
vehicle was damage·d while Court on 12/3/82 and was
parked at Highland House. released on $250.00 Personal
The damage appeared to have Recognizance Bail.
been caused by someone
Lori A. Austin, 20, of 22
walking on the hood.
Garrison Ave., was issued a
Also on Saturday a resident summons for the Open
of Williamson reported· the Container Ordinance on
theft of the tire cover for the Sunday. Her court appearance
- spare on his 1980 Jeep. The jeep IS 12/ 2 / ~2.
Lisa Deshaies, 18, of
was parked in Lot E and the
Litchfield, NH was also issued
-value of the cover is $130.
a summons for the Open
Thomas P. Tullgren, 20, of Container• Ordinance. Her
Manchester, N.H. was issued a court appearance is scheduled
summons for , the Open for 12/3/82.

rHE PRINCE and THE SHOWGIRL

Happy Thanksgiving

I-----~-----------------.....J

Sta"ing: Marilyn Monroe and Laurence Olivier.
Laurence Olivier directed and starred in this
sophisticated comedy. An American showgirl and the
ruler of a small country fall in love, but encounter problems with
·
scheming relatives and evil advisors. Its
a delightful comedy and a wonderful showcase for
these two diverse but complementary screen talents.

Thursday, December 2
7:0~ & 9:30 p.m.

-WHIT~EHOUSE OPTICIANS, INC.
-

O>mplete eyeglass·service
Prescriptions-filled, duplicated, frames repaired-sunglasses
Take the UNH Kari-van to
Dover Drug Building
6 Broadway, Dover
742-1744

. Strafford Room - MUB
Adm.: $1.00

~Ion, Ttics, Thurs, ~r_i, 8:30-5:30

Wed. &' Saf. 8:30-12:<X)

Saucony~
JAZZ
PERMALENS.
· Extended wear contacts

FACTORY DEFECTS
Save 30% to 40%
on Jazz - Lady Jazz
and other Saucony models.

only

5

150!!

was

~
~

Includes:
•Pennalens contacts
• Leris care kit & carrying case
• Instructions
•All scheduled follow-up care

at

-Lunette
O·ptique
466 Central Avenue · ·
Dover, N.H. 03820

749-2094·

~LOUISE'S e.
sport sliop

Exeter
.. ..772-3257

Durham

Daily Wear Soft Contacts still
only $99.
Ask Your Doctor
For Your Eyeglass Prescription and ...
CALL Today For Your No Obligation
In Office Trial!
200/o Student and Senior Citizen discounts
® ..P.pt"aEP~ '!.I! C~~f~_?~ -~~!es~

Bausch &.Lomb Ray Bans®
· and Carrer-® Sungla~

20% off -GREAT GIFTJDEA
i$5'.90 Rebate-from ·Bausch & Lomb
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RECYCLING
(continued from page 2)
· Saturday morning" for pick-up.
''The people they have are
really dedicated." said Doug
Bonacum, a senior engineering
major who ran Congreve's
recycling room last year. "The
problem with the meetings is
that the same people attend all
. the time."
The cold weather also seems
to play a key role in the number
of students participating in the
program.
"As the temperature drops,
so does the level of interest,"
said John Wolters, a Resource
Management major and active
member.
Another common problem,
according to Damish, is that
the recycling program shuts
down whenever the dorms do.
·· t very time the dorms close,
in December and in May, we
practically have to start from
scratch the following January
or September," Damish said.
A possible solution to this
dilemma, Damish said. would
be to have an established
Recycling Center again, similar
to th';! one two years ago.
"Then we could get the entire
Durham community involved
and have a center which is
recycling year round," said
Damish.
"Since we're already a
financially independant
organization, it shouldn't be
any problem."
·
Being a completely selfsupporting club is a high
priority for the members of
Students for Recycling.
Revenues are generated by the
sale of refuse to various
markets. Anheiser-Busch of
Merrimach purchases the
aluminum cans for 22 cents a
pound, or almost a penny a
can. d lass is sold at a penny a
pound to the Melmar company
in Manchester and computer
I paper 1s bought by a
Massachusetts firm.

SUNDAY, November 28

With these - profits, the , "Someone has to start
recycling club is able to afford : caring," said Vierus."If _it
the pick-up truck, which is doesn't start with me, who will
loaned to them by UNH at 38 it begin with?"
The next open meeting of the
cents-a-mile, protective
clothing for those working with Students for Recycling will be
glass, and a new glass-crusher. on Tuesday, December 7, in
"Eventually, we'd like to get Hamilton-Smith. The office of
every dorm, and every building the recycling club is located at
on campus into recycling," said Room 146 A, in the MUB.
Longwell-Grice.

MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.,m.
50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age required.
·

--.

MONDAY, November 29

..:...

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination: ·
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Dec. 8.
·
_
Classes _resume, 8 a.m.
COLLEGE BOWL: Sponsored by Student Activities. CarrollBelknap Room, Memorial Union, 3:30-4:30 p.m. Continues Nov. 30 ·
at 4:30 p.m. and Dec. I from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Play will resume after
Christmas break.
AMLL FILM: Three Latin documentaries--"Puerto Rice: Paradise ·
Invaded" (Affonso Beato); Simplemente Jenny" (Helene SolbertLadd); and "What Is Democracy?" (Carlos Alvarez). Rm. 110,
Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
·
THOMPSON SCHOOL BASKETBALL: vs. Nashua Vo-Tech.
Field House: 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER PREVIEW,; Ira Levin's thriller,·
VERONICA'S ROOM. Directed by Gilbert B. Davenport. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. $1, at the door.

PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
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TUESDAY, November 30
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color jt Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Dec. 8.
WOMEN'S STUDIES DISCUSSION: Implementation of Closing
the Revolving Door: The Retention of Women in Higher Education.
Hillsborough,Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2 p.m.
COLLEGE BOWL: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 4:30
p.m. Continues Dec. I from 3:30-5 p.m.
AMLL FILM: Three Latin Documentaries--"Puerto Rico: Paradise ·
Invaded"; Simplemente Jenny"; and "What Is Democracy. "Rm . .
303, James, 4 p.m. $1.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Massachusetts. Field House, 7:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Ira Levin's thriller, VERONICA'S
ROOM. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
General $4; students and employees/ senior citizens $3. Continues
through Dec. 4; 2 p.m. matinee on Dec. I.

WEDNESDAY, December 1
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and Color it Pastels. Paul C,reative
Arts Center through Dec. 8.
GRADUATE STUDENTS DEADLINE: Last day for completing
application for .admission to graduate study; request for change of
degree program; or application for readmission for spring semester,
1983.
COLLEGE BOWL: Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial Union, ·
3:30-5 p.m. Play will resume after Christmas break.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Providence College. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
FRENCH LECTURE/FILM SERIES: "Jupiter's Thigh"(Philippe
de Broca). Room ll0, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
UNIVERSITY .THEATER: VERONICA'S ROOM. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Evening
performances continue through Dec. 4.
UNH STUDENT WOODWIND QUARTET: Nancy Vaast, flute;
: Andrew Price, oboe; Margaret Donaghue, clarinet; and C. Joy .
Riggs, bassoon. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.

Peace Corps

Dec. 2, 9:30-4:00, info booth in
MUB Lobby;
8:30-4:30, interviews
in Huddelston Hall.

·TheUNH Glass
is Back!
.

.

\

.

..

'. THURSDAY, December 2
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: Nature and Imagination:
Dutch Art of the 17th Century; and·Color it Pastels. Paul Creative
Arts Center through Dec. 8.
BROWN BAG IT AT THE" GALLERIES: UNH Saxaphone
; Quartet. Sponsored by Gallery Docents. Paul Creative Arts Center,
, noon-I p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "The Prince and the Showgirl': (Laurence Olivier).
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
UNH CHAMBER CHORUS: Henry Wing, director. University
Art Galleries, Paul Creative Art Galleries, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your
requests and the best .in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
/ 50¢. UNH ID/ proof of age required. --- _

This 16 ounce drinking glass,
handsomely embossed with the
University of New Hampshire Seal,
is available at the Durham

Th• ,UIJH Bookstore Is pleased to announce
NEW HOLIDAY SHOPPING HOURS

BURGER KING

8-5:30 Mon.-Fri.
10-4:30 Saturday~
-

·

While supplies last, order a
Whopper, French Fry and a
regular sized iced drink ...
and keep the glass.

1

Why pay full price and waste gas?
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OTICES
ACADEMIC
DIJON PROGRAM: Anyone interes{?d in goi~g
to Dijon next year should pick up an application
and conditions form from Kathy in Rm. 102,
Murkland before leaving for Thanksgiving.
Sponsored by French Dept.
'
LIBERAL AR TS ADVISING 'CENTER
PRESENTATION: "What Could I Do With A
Major in Zoology?" Tuesday, Nov. 3, Merrimack
Room, Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m.

ATHLETICS & RECREATION
FIELD HOUSE RECREATION SCHEDULE:
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Open
recreation at the Field House on Wednesday, Nov.
' 24, f2:30 to 2 p.m., in conjunction with Thursday
_class schedule that _day.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL AND LACROSSE
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS: Sponsored
by W omen~s Athletics. All students interested in
trying out for the women's softball and lacrosse
teams, report to Field House Conference Room,
Monday, Dec. 6, 3:30 p.m.
1

CAREER
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Sponsored by
, Career Planning & Placement. Locating and
applying for teaching positions. Tuesday, Nov. 23,
Rm. 203, Huddleston, 6 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students
finding it difficult to schedule regular
appointtpents. Monday, Nov. 29, MUB Balcony
Table, Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
-INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement.
Students learn how they are coming across during
' on-campus interviews on a first-come, first-served
basis. Thursday, Dec. 2, Rm. -203, Huddleston,
I :30 to 4:30 p.m. FINDING A JOB: Sponsored by Career Planning
& Placement. Thursday, Dec. 2, Stoke _Study
Lounge, 6 to 7:30 p.m.
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning & Placement. Students receive feedback
on final draft resumes on first-come, first served
basis. Friday, Dec. 3, Rm. 203, Huddleston Hall,
I :30 to 4:30 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
AIESEC - UNH BI-WEEKLY MEETINGS: All
majors welcome. First and third Tuesdays of the
month. Rm. 312, McConnell, I p. m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB OPEN
MEETING: Meet your fellow Outing Club
, members and bring ideas for trips you'd like to get ·
organized. Tuesdays, Rm. 129, Memorial Union,
6:30 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: SpoIJsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. "Relationships," Tuesday,
Nov. 23, Rm. 212, McConnell, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Wednesdays,
Memorial Union, 7 to 11 p.m.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday,
Nov. 23, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4:30
to 7 p.m. Membership: $10 a year; $6 for four
months.
AIESEC - UNH 1983 OFFICERS
NOMINATIONS: If you plan oR running for a
position you must attend this meeting. Tuesdays,
Nov. 30, Rm. 312, McConnell, I p.m.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW
SHIP MEETING: Slide Show. Wednesday, Dec.
I, Merrimack Room, memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listedbelow. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are ·
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
INTERMEDIATE 1022 - 1,2: Two session course
covers additional features of System 1022
program, including handling multiple files,
creating formatted reports, and writing simple ·
PLI 022 programs. Prerequisite: Beginning 1022.
,Monday, Nov. 29 and Wednesday, Dec. I, 9:30
a.m. to noon. Fee: $4.
BEGINNING TIMESHARING - 1,2: Teaches
user how .to interact with UNH DeclO computer ·
from a terminal. The skills presented here will lay
foundation needed for learning h_ow to create and
edit files, and use the extensive applications
programs available. Tuesday, November 30 and
Thursday, Dec. 2, 2 to 4:30 p_m_ Fee: $4.
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER
NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT SUPPORT
GROUP: Sponsored by Counseling & Testing.
This

is ~n . ongoing drop-in support group.

Wednesdays, Faculty Center Lounge, 4 to 6 p.f11.
Call Cynthia Shai, 862-2090.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER. "What
Do You Say After You Say Hello?: Relationship
Skills"/ Randy Schroeder. Wednesday, Dec. I,
Schofield House, 7 to 9 p.m.
SUPPORT GROUP FOR NONTRADITIONAL
STUDENTS: Sponsored by Counseling &
Testing. This is an ongoing drop-in support group.
Tuesdays, Rm. 320, Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2
p.m.
GENERAL
STUDENT JOB BOARD: A Student Job Boardhas been , developed and is located outside the
MU B Cafeteria. Information is posted for students
about jobs available in-Durham and the Seacoast
area and how to apply for them. Potential
employers may call 862-1524 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
a.m., Monday through Friday, for more
information.
ART TALKS: Sponsored by Dept. of the Arts.
Joseph Ablow, professor at_ Boston University
School of Fine and Applied Arts, will speak on
contemporary pastels, Tuesday, Nov. 123, Rm.
A2l8, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:3o··p.m.
KARI-VAN SCHEDULE CHANGES:
Wednesday, Nov. 24, buses will be running a ,
regular Thursday sch.edule with the last bus
departing campus at 6: 15 p.m. November 25, 26
and 27 there will be no service. Sunday, Nov. 28
service will resume at 6 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Old
· Testament: The Covenant and its Consequences"
Lecturer to be announced. Tuesday, Nov. 30, Rm.
303, James, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
ART TALK BY PENELOPE JENCKS:
Sponsored by Dept. of the Arts. Ms. Jencks, a
professor at Brandeis University, will speak on her
sculpture. Tuesday, Nov. 30, Rm. A2l8, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
FRENCH FILMS: ~•Jupiters Thigh" (deBroca).
Sponsored by French Dept. Wednesday, Dec. I,
Rm. 110, Murkland, 2,4, and 7 p.m. Admission$!.
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY COALITION .
MEETING: Thursday, Dec. 2, Room 146,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
SKI SALE & USED SKI SW AP: Sponsored by
New Hampshire Outing Club.Friday,Dec.3,
Monday, Dec. 6 and Tuesday, Dec. 7, Room 122,
Memorial Union, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Bring your old
skis to Room 122 before the sale with $1 entry fee.
12% commission for NHOC.

TRUSTEE
----<continued from page 3) ·
Trustee Jon Cohen, subsidies updating recent achievements
from the Kari Van and raised on their respective campuses. ·
UNH President tvelyn
tuition, combined with $1
million cut from the supply Handler reported the donation
budget, made this year's 9 of $53,000 worth of Apple
Computer equipment by the
percent increase possible.
Savings from the general Apple education Foundation.
fund, previously used to She also spoke on the
subsidize University Health expansion of both the EPS and
fee, will also be used for this WSBE colleges, and emphasized the need to recruit
purpose.
The Board also passed a students for the biological land
request that the New grant programs "for the benefit
Hampshire Legislature provide of the state and economy."
President Barbara Seelye of
the University System with
specific appropriations for the Keene St ate, reported .
developments by the music
next two fiscal years.
The University System will department in regards to
seek an 8 percent salary and exchange programs, an.d
wage increase in 1984 with a 9 faculty member Thomas
percent increase following in Quimbly of Plymouth State
1985; a general _inflat10n mtroduced a proposal to create
increase of 6 percent; a book a major in outdoor recreation
and periodical increase of 15 that would incorporate
percent in both years; and a internships as well as
a
scientific equipment and required junior year transfer to
computer supplies increase of UNH.
15 percent in 1984 and IO _ The -School of Life Long
percent in 1985.
Learning was recognized by the
At the meeting, Cohen said Adult Education Association
the Board's vote was merely a for their excellence, despite
request, and not a commit- recommendations by the
tment to, such funds.
Sunset Committee to
"If the State does not fund "disembowel" the SLL and
this request, the Board is by no MVC (Merrimack Valley
means obligated to follow College) programs. Chairman
those guidelines, although I'm Richard Morse voiced the
sure we11 do what we can," he Board's opinion on this by
said.
saying, "This Board has no
The Board also voted to intension of relinquishing its
accept a donation of the estate position of support for MVC or
of the late Gertrude Burnham SLL."
of Grafton Center in order to
provide students with
additional scholarship revenue.
Crossword
English majors who are
graduates of New Hampshire
Solution
public schools will be eligible
for these scholarships.
In the agreement, UNH will
receive 1/ 6 of the "residue and
remainder" of the estate,
providing UNH assumes
responsibility for the
maintenance of the house and
surrounding property. The
h\ouse may be used to
accomodate studeRts or
teachers, but may not be sold or
used for commercial enterprises.
Representatives from each of
the colleges spoke briefly,

FINISH WITH STYLE!
ACADEMICALLY-RELATED
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR MANY UNH MAJORS.
SECOND SEMESTER OR
SUMMER SESSION '83

FIELD BXPEBIENCE
CAN GIVE YOU THE EDGE
IN THE LONG BUR.

UNIVEBSITY OF N.H.
FIELD EXPEBIENCES
VERRE'ITE HOUSE
862-1184
Peace Corps VQlunteers

Dec. 2, 9:30-4:00, info booth in
MUB Lobby;
8:30-4:30, interviews
in Huddelston Hall.
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alternatives," he said.
Dumont stated the station
CAMPUS COPY _47 Main St. 868-2450 · ·
does surveys twice a year on
student programming preference. Citing the most recent,""--.
,...
Dumont claimed that "48.8 \
percent of those that answered
Dissatisfied with Senior Portraits??
the survey listened to us most
· Come see us. ·
( out of nine stations including
WBCN and WCOZ)."
In other news, the Senate:
--approved a Student Press
'WJCHARDSO.N
. budget increase of $2272.
--approved the concepts of
'PHOTOQRAPHIC 8ERVICE
the Womens Center, Student
Television Network (STVN),
and Cool-Aid.
--tabled the concepts of the
-Night and weekend appoin-tments available ·
Student Press, Student
-Off Central A ve ..--n:ear Kari-Van stops ,._ ·
Committee On Popular
Entertainment, the Granite,
-Sittings before Thanksgiving; Photos ready for
M USO, Programming Fund
Chri~tinas

Organization (PFO) , and The

New Hampshire.

.

SHARE
THECOSTOF
LIYING.

l

!r @Id~ Q!ourt ~ouu
~ecnnd -~freet:
~n.uer, :~efu ~ttmps~fre 03820
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GIVE TO THE
®
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.
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Pre Seasori Ski Sale
..

Dq·g

Fries & Soda .
$1.00
Available at the 'M'UB's Night GrUI _·
along with Sandwiches~ Grinders~
Hamburgers, and a lot more.·
OPEN: Monday ttuoughT~·utsday .
- . . . 4PM ·_7:30PM

.

.

· Edsb_2n No JJ'ax Ski Package

\

-

Exel' Pole. Leathe~ ·Boo.i
Individual Price $133
Package SALE Price-$95.98
()ther packages at- similar savings '.
-

. .

.

I..,

'

.

1982 Demonstration & Display Bicycles
-at up to 25% off regular price

.Hours: M-F 12-5
Sat. 9-3

MUSO cordially invites: all student
organizations, their members~
and all students to ...

STUDENT ORGANIZATION NITE
.IN THE MUB PUB
with

J.J. WRIGHT
fromIUSS 108 FM
with the best in Top 40 sounds!
Peace Corps

Dec. 2, 9:30-4:00, info booth in
MUB Lob~y; _ 8:30-4:30, interviews
in Huddelston Hall.

'

Layaway Plans o~ all Items_

Thursday, December 2
Doors Open at 8:00pm
Admission: Sl.00
UNH ID/Proof of Age Required
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.Editorial
Integrating foreign students
A survey taken recently of American college
students showed that in -. three areas -knowledge of global issues, knowledge of
languages, and international attitudes - most
students were suprisingly uninformed, even
though most of the questions in the survey
could have been answered by a daily
_Eewspaper reader.
Dr. Josef Mestenhauser, a national
consultant on international education, called
the results of that survey "quite a disaster" last
week. And in mentioning the survey, he not
only told us that UNH needs a policy on
international education, but he ·told us how to
go about making that policy.
We.· can't just consider what type of
education the foreign students at UNH will get,

or where the foreign students at UNH will live.
We have to create a program that will be as
much concerned with what American students
will learn from their experiences with foreign
students at UNH.
Currently, foreign students make up fewer
than one percent of UNH's student
population; that number's too small,
according to Mestenhauser. But he also said
integrating foreign students isn "t easy; the
values of both American and foreign students
play a role in the integration behavior.
There will have to be workshops for students
who live in the dorms with foreign students,
whether it's one or several small dorms on
campus. There will have to be programs to not
only prepare professors to work with foreign
students, but to encourage professors to

involve foreigners in lessons. There will have to
be classes concentrating on cross-cultural
participation. And non-academic University
departments, like campus police, will need to
prepare themselves for a larger international
student program.
Many students have said in recent weeks
that they never see international students at
UNH; and when they're living alone in one
small dorm, aud when there arc so few
programs geared towards the mixing of
American and foreign students, that's not
suprising.
University officials realized this when they
asked Mestenhauser to visit UNH and for his
advice. Now it's time to make foreign students
a part of our education.

Letters
universities all over the country. present their side of an incident
As pioneers in this area, UNH .was and are allowed to have witnesses
respected nationally and hundreds and advisors who must be a part of
of students who benefited from the UNH community.
A question I often hear is who ·
this specialized work have carried
To the Editor:
this educational torch which she lit composes the University Judicial
I noted with interest the banner
here at UN H throughout the Board? The board consists of 3
headline of the November 16th country and beyond its borders.
faculty, · I Resident Hall Diector
issue of The New Hampshire,
As to her coaching career here at and 4 students (two alternates.)
"Field Hockey Coach Rilling · UN H, her loyal and devoted These board members are all
Resigns," and turned to the article
following of athletes, fans, trained in the system and are
in anticipation of a warm and
colleagues and parents are more appointed in conjunction with the
accurate account of the sixteencapable than I to render her the Student Senate. They work long ·
year-old brilliant coaching career
warm appreciation, gratitude and hard hours making difficult
of a distinguished coach, teacher
admiration that his fine lady of , decisions. It is a thank-less job
and colleague, Mrs. Jean Rilling.
Field Hockey and more so richly which they should be commended
. SHOCK: Twenty-four hours ago
for since they are making decisions
deserves.
when I first read this article I was ·
Sincerely, for the community's benefit.
immediately shocked and horrified ·
I might also suggest that you
Evelyn Browne
that such a flippant, inaccurate
Professor Emerita familiarize yourself with Sections
and derogatory account of the
Department of Physical Education 13 and 14 in the Rights and Rules
career of one of the finest teachers
section of the Caboodle. Interested
and coaches ever to grace the
students, faculty or administrators
playing fields of UNH could ever
can also stop, by the Dean of
find its way onto the pages of The ·
Students office and read a copy of
New Hampshire. Today, the shock
the Judicial System Guidebook for
has not diminished and the
further information on our judicial
injustice this lady has been dealt at
, system.
the hands of your reporter, grows.
If you have any further
Disgust and Contempt is all I can To the Editor:
questions please feel free to call me
feel for the bias, inaccuracies and
As the Judicial Coordinator I
or to stop by the Dean of.Students
poor writing exhibited in this would like to respond to some of
office in Huddleston Hall (2-2050).
article. However, rather than the feedback that I have received
Sharon Reynolds
dwelling on the negative aspects of on the Sexual Harassment article
Judicial Coordinator
this unfortunate incident, and . which was run on November 5th. I
knowing full well that nothing that find it upsetting to realize how
.ever appears in published form can little people know about the
ever be effectively retracted, I University Judicial System but
would like to join the legions of claim to know what "justice"
friends, students, athletes and should be.
I think it is important for the
colleagues who have had the
To the Editor:
privilege of knowing and working UNH community to know that
The Greek Council would like to
with Jean Rilling and say once only one person can be charged in
take this opportunity to inform the
again that her contributions to the a hearing while the other party
readers of The New · Hampshire
sports and educational world at involved in the incident brings the
about who and what we are.
UNH have been inestimable. This charges. The party being charged
The council is ·comprised of two
generation will not remember the also has the option to bring
delegates from every fraternity and
extraordinary contribution Mrs. charges against another, which
sorority on campus (each house
Rilling made through t h e would result in a separate hearing.
also sends their president to the
introduction of Movement The board_'s purpose is to decide on
Education into the curriculum of guilt or innocence and what type of meetings) . We meet every
Wednesday at six o'clock in room
the Physical Education Depart- penalty is appropriate (if found
18 of Hamilton Smith. Each
ment. This contribution alone put guilty). Both parties involved in
o...ur Departme~t in the forefront of ;.. the hearing have equal time _t~ member ( e x c l uding house
presiden t s) mu st b e on a
co m mi tt ee . Th er e are four
com mittees: Ju d icia l, P ubli c
Relat10ns, Social Ser vice, and
.
Social Activities.
Leflers to the Editor .f<>r puhlication in The New Hampshire
Presently, the Judicial
mu.\l he sign<'d and no long<'r than two pages typed, douhle spaced.
Committee is working to
Letters may he hrought to Room 151 in the MU B, or mailed to:
incorporate within the University's
Editor. The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
. Judicial System, a fourth jud
. .JY_ff, 03824.
board, which would be for the
·~

Hillin
.
g

Jud Board

Greeks

Writing letters to the Editor

Greeks. This board would be
under the Universtiy's jurisdiction
and act as another area board.
The Social Service Committee is
to improve relations with Greeks
and Durham residents.· The
committee hopes to accomplish
this by sponsoring community
projects that will benefit more than
just the students.
The Public Relations Committee is trying to · establish better
communications between nongree ks, the University, the
community and the Greeks. We
~re trying to open the door for
communication in hopes of doing
away with many of the stereotypes
labeled on the Greek community.
The Social Activities Committee
is trying to build relations between
all of the houses, promoting all
types of social activities and not
those solely related to alcohol.
In the planning stages, is a
merger between the Greek
Council, the Inter-Fraternity
Council and the Panhellenic

Councii. This merger is hoped to·
create a firmly established Greek
community that represents all
members.
The Greek System comprises a
large number of the student
population-IO percent. The
members themselves, represent all
aspects of student living. Not only
is our student President and
student Vice-President Greek
members, but we have UNH
ambassodors, Student Senators,
Students Abroad, Members of
WUNH, Members of STVN,
athletics, theatre and many other
· areas.
We hope that you all take the
opportunity to find out about the
Greek System. If you have any
questions, feel free to call any
house and ask to speak to their
Greek Council Representative.

Public

Robin Parsons
Chairperson
Relations for Greek
Council
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On giving thanks
B,: Bert l. Bingel
Another Thanksgiving is almost upon us. It
is a time for gathering with friends and loved
ones; a time to eat. We must remember, while
we stuff away the holiday goodies, that we
must give thanks for what we have. I did some
reflecting the past couple of days and I've come
up with a few things to be thankful for.
I am thankful that I don't have to stand in
line for my daily bread, that I am not inked in
on the unemployment roster,for chocolate,all
those Bonzo jokes and the Viet Nam vets
finally being honored. rm thankful tor the
death of disco (finally) and the upsurge of M

:T. V. Then there is Garfield posters, video
games (zap) and the release of Lech Walesa.
I'm thankful that the Pope went around the
world again, though he did not come to see me,
for Lee Iacocca pulling the New Chrysler
Corporation out from under (with a little help
from Uncle Sam), not to mention the new
· Soviet leadership and tuition not going up
again this semester (hopefully).
I am thankful for the ·constitution allowing
me freedom of speech and the press. There's
sex and drugs and the deportation of Sung
Myung Moon and the semester is ending soon.
Of course, when one compiles a list of things
to be thankful for ,you think of a lot of things uot
to be thankful for, such as: acid rain ruining the
1

land and killing the fish, the MX missle,and the ,
Rolling Stones. i'm not happy with the end of .
the football strike or with people forgetting
there is still an energy crisis, high interest rates,
Sununu and his pledge that will keep New
Hampshire poor, Vais (like, bag them all), the:
ridiculous campus parking situation, the
Marines in Beriut (Better be home by X-mas .
guys), the ALUMNUS burning ten grand,
paraphenalia laws, and I wish that whomever
is responsible for the saturation marketing of
Smurfs and E.T. would take some Extra
- - --Strength Tylenol.
Bert J. Bingo/ is a columnist for The New

Hampshire.

An opportunity with M0scow
By Glen & Shearer ,
WASHINGTON-As Amedcans born during
the Cold War, we learned early to fear · the
Soviets as much as the dark. Nikita
Khurshchev's promise to "bury" us and our
own fallout-shelter drills in school were
enough , to make any war baby have
nightmares.
In subsequent years, fortunately, tensions
between East and West eased, and Cold-War
rhetoric began to seem unsportsmanlike.
But the arrival of the Reagan administration
and its "we will bury you, too" attitude brought
back all the bad dreams. "The endless series of
distortions and oversimplification ... and
routine exaggeration of Moscow's military
ca pa biliJies," declared former U.S.
ambassador George Kennan last year, have all
but ruined chances for ''a more hopeful world."

Kremlinologist at the ·National · Se~urity
The death of Leonid Brezhnev, we hope,
Council, should herald more cool-headed
gives the Reagan · administration an
rhetoric.
opportu11ity to alter its thickheaded thinking
It might seem unrealistic to expect a man
and strike a new tone with an .old adversary. ,
who has made a career out of anti-communism
"Brezhnev's death has given the Reagan
to change his colors now. For years, President
administration a special chance to repair some
Reagan has viewed ·our relationship with the
of its long-term policies toward the Soviets,
· Soviets as some kind of football game with
and perhaps open up the channels for widewinners and losers. Even today, Reagan
ranging negotiations in the coming months,"
remains hopeful that the Soviets are on a
said Jonathan Sanders of the W. Averell
collision course with economic collapse due, in
Harriman Institute for the Advanced Study of
part, to United States sanctions.
the Soviet Union.
We 're by no means asking Reagan to
To some degree, Reagan maY, already be
foresake his freeworld vision or even to
edging toward a softer anti-Soviet line.
consider the Russians as horsebackriding pals.
Virtually beaten on the Siberian pipeline issue,
President Reagan must now reach out for an - ~ut the president has changed roles in movies
and politics before. Whf not temper .fhe role
agreement with Western Europe on specific
. now?
.
technologies for sale to the Soviets, a shift that
could increase U.S.-Soviet trade. Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are
Also, the arrival of George Shultz and the
syndicated
columnists.
departure of Richard Pipes, the hard-line
~r -

WHOWA5
T~AT?

•

•
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UNH Celebrity Series Presents

SEARCHING

CThf!fortfind ::,
SY":fho'l)' Orchestra

FO.R ·THE
RIGHT
rcAREER?

Bruce Hangen
Music Director
and Conductor

Angela Mai-Lin Cheng
Piano
University of New Hampshire
Women's Chorus
Audrey Adams Havsky,

Director

Join us for a Career Night on Sales
Tuesday, November 30
7:00 - 9:00 P.M.
1925 Room, Elliot Alumni Center

8 p.m.~ Monday, December 6
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center

V

Call 862-2040 for more information

\

University of New Hampshire

MUSO is proud to present...·.

DAVID JOHANSEN ·
with special guest ...

. THE NIGHTCAPS

''The-show is a wide-ranging rock'n'roll celebration
-.., that never lapses into a mere celebration of .rock'n'roll." .:.
Milo Miles
Tickets on sale for students only --- Nov. 24
The Boston Phoenix

-Tickets: STUDENTS
$5.00
GENERAL PUBLIC $7.50 ---on sale Nov. 29
8

.'

'

I

~·..J

In the MUB PUB

Sunday, December 5

· Doors open·at ·&00 p.111'.
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Arts &..Fe:atures
Cartoon character Garfield exposed as an evil force in U.S. society
By Bingo Pitts
· in the welfare state sector of the strip increases everyday. There Imagine if our corporate· Church could take ·a few· :.
The American Way of Life United States. Ciarfielcf's . ·arethosewhoseslothfulmorals leaders decided they wanted .to · ~lessons from the retailers of
has taken alot of hard knocks message to comic strip readers can allow them to let others stay home in bed instead of Garfield products. While Mr•.
in the past few years. We have · is, " Why work when you ·can provide while they lay in going to their offices. Our Moon has received much bad
seen our world wiqe strength get dopes like John to provide decadent lies u re, · b 'U t · country's financial role in the i press for the dubious methods
decline economically and everything for you." The subtle fortunately those disgusting world market pla.ce woulq be the members of his church use
militarily, while an increasingly hint in the comic strips urges types have been few in the dislodged in weeks. The selfish , to collect funds, the popularity
decadent, liesure ethic has Americans to follow the history of our great nation. Yei, . concerns exemplified in of Garfield products is ample
taken the place of the pious example of the weaker if the pernicious influence of Garfields' attitude towards life · - evidence that the. affection of
values our forefathers Europeans and let the state Garfield is allowed to cloud the are shameful. I believe this · Americans for the adorable cat
practised.
provide all while the citizens minds of our citizens, then the demonic force should be wiped · · has gone beyond the limits ofa
The erosion of the contribute nothing to benifit. fate of The United States of out before it does more harm to fad and. is now a profound
traditional All American the state. Surely this parasitic America is in grave doubt.
our basic political and religio1:1s belief for many weak
values of hard work, self message should be repellent to · . · The economic ramifications , ;.~o~<?mic struct_':_l!'_':.~---" ..
minded individuals. These
sacrifice, and religious piety
all true blooded Americans, yet · of 9arfield's popu_l~rity are as
Reverend Sun Yung Moon, acolytes of t~e Garfie~d Way .
can be attributed to the the popularity of the cartoon_ ternble as th~ pohttcal tl)._r~at. · _ leader of the Unification exp~ess their devotion by
-- buymg any numbers of
corresponding rise in
:Garfield emblazoned towels,
popularity of one force in
: posters, beer mugs, waste
American society: the cartoon
· baskets, and stuffed toys by the
character Garfield.
Jim
.millions. The extent of this
Davis, Garfields' creator,
~-·rampent consumer focused
admits that he owns no cats. If
•belief system can be seen in the
the creator of the foul feline
prevalence of these ikons in ·
detests cats so much as to.
,homes and dorm rooms across
banish then from -his home, the
the nation. One of the huge
purpose of Garfield can be no
Garfield dolls can be seen in a ·
other than Satanic iri intent, ·
.local Durham _store retailing
with the insidious erosion of
for 250 dollars. This outragious •
the political,economic, and
religious beliefs we hold sacred
price for a speechlessdoll 7 surely the devils' work. Whyas its' main purpose. Garfield
else would a sane person pay
· is portrayed as an adorable fat
good money for useless item
cuddly creature whose main
like this if not under a powerful
·concerns ·are sleeping in his cat
spell from some evil force. ~
box, intimidating smaller
creatures, and forcing his feeble
If the Moonies marketed
owner John to satiate his ever
·similar doll they could-- increase
growing demands for
their revenue two fold.
foodstuffs, namely lasagna.
Ga-rfielci" . w"orshipers · will'
This dominant / passive
,.rebel against this exposure of .
relationship between Garfield
the malicious nature of their ·
and John is clearly socialist.
~" God with adament declarations
The corpulent cat (orces his
that G!g_fj~Jd_ is just a lovable
· benign owner to provide huge
furry thing, without an evil fat
amounts of sustenance for him.
cell in his body. It is these
Indeed, in some strips, Garfield
people that must be de"pi_Qgfam
steals the food off of John's
mea out' of the1n deceptioi1
· plate while he is not looking.
before
they slide into the ·ab'iss
This deplorable terrorist
of pagan doll worship. I urge all
situation is remaniscent of the
who still have their senses to aid
. Welfare politics that prevail in
the unfortunate who cannot
the socialist countries of ~elp_t~~l!l_s~lye_s~- ~urope, and to a lesser extent

a.

A look at the .production of the Pat Metheny concert
,..By Patricia O'Dell
·were done for the night -- witii
Last Sunday, when The Pat orders to be back at 12:30 the
Metheny group performed in next..:<!~the Fieldhouse, the show lasted
We · arrived the next
about two hours. The stage afternoon, ev~ryone lo_oki~_g_c!_
crew put in about twelve hours bit groggy. (Most of us had
work to make it happen.
slept Jate, in anticipation of a
Like most people, I'd never long- and- difficult night.) We
given much thoug}Jt to what , finished spreading out the mats
has to be done before-a concert. as we waited for the truck to
I just bought my tickets and - arrive. When it dii the road
showe~ up to claim my seat. crew headed off for a quick
. Working with the stage crew breakfast until it was time to
was an eye opener.
unload the equipment. The
. Saturday night, I arrived at stage crew as-sured me it would
six o'clock, notebook in hand. - be an easy afternoon. After all,
Austin (SCOPE's production there was only -one tractor
manager) told me we were trailer truck to unload! (The
going to set up the stage. Charlie Daniels band brought
Sounds easy, I thought. Little th~(?~ last spring.)
I
did I know ... About three hours
I . met some ,ofMetheny's
' and thirty people later, we had road -crew, wlio-were·a colorful"·
: the stage up. We started by bunch. Take Al, ''.your friendly
, spreading out huge green mats keyboard technician" clad in
' that protect the gym floor. the roadie's uniform of printed ,
Next we lugged in wooden tee shirt, jeans and sneakers or :
, beams, known as stringers, and work boots~ .
.
, metal triangles, known as -x"i- - 2: 3
we start e cf
jacks. They were positioned on unloading the truck. We rolled
the floor, clamped together, case after case down from the
.and turned upright to form a . truck, followed by --lighting
.base for big wooden platforms, trees, trusses and cables. There
each of which is. held in place was little commotion, even
with a dozen or more screws. when it was time to unload the
~fter p_utting away o_ur tools we.. piano. The roadies told us '
,,Y,\l
• -:;,'Jf')fi'/~•,;,l\ .:;1_'-,1f,1\i\,
"{u,.-{ (___
-~r,t

~xactly __wha_t to do with
everthing.
: .
·Soon the stage was littered
with -equipment cas~s, lights,
speakers, milk crates and cords
criss-crossing the · stage. The
· noise level kept rising, with a
,}ittle transistor radio playing in
the background, the piano
· tuner striking -the same notes
again and again, and the
bleachers being moved out.
--~y _Jou!_ _o~clock_,__ PJlt
Metheny was on stage for the
sound check. We left for
dinner, then came back for the
show. By 11 :30,the sJlow was
over and it was time to start .
taking everthing down. The
instruments were put away,the
lights came down,the cases-.:
· were loaded,in order,onto the
truck. The truck rolleq away,
•and all that was left on stage. '
· We finished taking it down at
quarter of three. I stumbled
home,silently agreeing with' :.
Crew Member Scott Bond.. Earlier in the evening, we'd:·.talked about the work involved
in setting up. "It's a lot of hours:
f6r two days. Almost too
many." B Jt not quite, because .
he keeps coming back.
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'INTERNATIONAL
COFFEE HOUR

Care Pharmacy

52-53 Main St.
---

wishes you a

Friday, Dec. l
4:30 pm - 6 pm .
Commuter/ Transfer Center

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

the point of entering people's
rooms or physically touching
them, he said.
"But it gave people the
feeling of being restricted," he
said.
"It's a game, but you can also
learn from games, "said
sophomore Claudia Robinson.
According to Nichols,the
project went well, but not
exactly as planned.
As soon as the project was
announced, groups of
subversives began forming to
oppose the new rulers.
"If people are taking over,
there must be people
opposing," said sophomore
Larry Demars.

Watch for our weekly
Christmas Specials
starting next week.

All Students Invited
Sponsored by: The Internatio!lal Student Office

OPEN SOON

Young's Restaurant and Coffee Shop

Scorpio's .Provisions

WE ARE THE
BREAKFAST PEOPLE IN DURHAM

~

-LAW<continued from page 1)

Hours 9-6 Mon-Sat

48 Main St. Durham, N.H.
Tel. 8~8-2688

We Know How To

Formerly Scorpio's P_µb

Watch for Grand Opening
Specials
Beverages
Party Goods
Groceries
And a Deli
Have a Happy Thanksgiving,See _You
When You Get Back .

~

1. serve breakfast all day long 6:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
2. serve each breakfast to order, only large farm
fresh eggs are used (no precooked eggs are served)
3. serve the largest selection of two egg omelets in
the area (if your choice is not on menu, please ask)

r-s•·•·s; ·••;· -~•·
. ~""~

.

>"

• •• . " ~•

. ,

1¼Wl@ilL LL'.!Lf . A'!:fl_ J Luncheon Specials
-Served Ii :00 a.m. un'til 7:00 p.m.

Sliced USDA choice Roast Beef
~ 1ky roll
Our own soup or chowder
and sandwich of the day

MUSO"'i>ROUDLY PRESENTS THE
DYNAMIC, ROCK and ROLL SOUNDS OF ...

FACE TO FACE

m-~ .

Di5:scntcrs

distributed

propaganda denouncing
martial law and posted signs
encouraging residents to revolt.
Anyone caught denouncing
martial law or violating any of
the other rules did not recieve
credit for the project.
In real life, the punishment is
more severe.
"If this were real, I'd
probably be arrested and
thrown into a dungeon .
somewhere," Demars said.
Although participants took
the project lightly, it did make
people think.
As a leader, Nichols found it
· was difficult to keep everything
organized and catch subver-sives.
"To be successful, you have
to catch them off guard,"he
said.
·

$1.19
$1.59

We're closed_Thanksgiving Day

SKIERS
NHOC

Bring back after
Thanksgiving
Skis, boots, skates, and
other winter ~porting gear
(in good shape) and sell it at:

The New Hampshire Outing Club's
9th Annual
Ski and Outdoor Equipment Sale
Dec. 8, 9, 10
9-5 p.m.
Strafford Room

SATURDAY, December 4
Tickets:

Students --- $2.,25
General Public --- $3.50

In the MUB PUB
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.

Equipment to be sold should be brought
to Room 122 MUB
Dec. 3, 6, 7

$1 entry fee

11-4 p.m.

12% commission for NHOC
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-CORPS<

continued from page 3)
The ambulance corps was
established in 1968 as a·
appropriation basis ouaget,
with each town contributing
funds according to the number
of calls the Corps responds to.
The real rewards come from
helping an injured person and
sometimes saving a person's
life.
"It's pretty good when you
can talk to someone a week
after they were at one time
clinically dead, and knowing
vou. had something to do with
~?vmg the person's life,"
Ahearn said. For more information on
joining the Corps, intei;ested
people can leave their name
with the Fire Department.

-SHOALS-

(continued from page 3)
.down. The island is "96 acres of
granite covered with poison
ivy," according to Clites. It is
equipped with labs, dorms,
lecture halls and until recently,
a research boat. It was
destroyed last summer and they
need $100,000 to buy a new
one.
"It's the closest I've ever
come to paradise," said Scott.
"It's a place of limitless
possibilities," said Chris, "The
lab is there for you."
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By BRION.O'CONNOR.~
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Your Durham Red Cross Blood Services
See you 'in December!
Sunday, December 5th- 11 to 5
Monday & Wednesday December 6.7.8- 10-3

MUB

.Reproductive·
Health c~re@.

CROSSWORD

A team of health care
professionals offering

GYNECOWGICA.L
SERVICES

DOONESBURY
-' By GARRY TRUDEAU ;
- -- --

AN(Jl)fllBO

tul0'5

in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery,
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINATIONS
All services provided by an
OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally trained staff.

1--MA/l.TY '
FelJJ/fNir

~/

(J=M/IE.116'5
A850UJTE/,.Y
JOffOR)QR

PRl>JECT!

\

services also include
* Birth Control Counseling
* Pro Choice Pregnancy Couseling

* FREE Pregnancy

ACROSS

Testing

* Evening Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale

* Complete CONFIDENTIALITY
Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof.' Assn.
152 Court St
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462
Hours:
Monday - Friday :
9 am - 5 pm ·

1 Mahal
4 Title of respect
(abbr . )
7 Groucho' s trademark
12 Nota 13 College in Brooklyn
(abbr . )
14 Miss Bryant
15 Mimic
16 City in Oklahoma
18 Comenced
19 Bring up
20 Making mechanical
22 Green mineral
24 Scrooge, for short
. 25 As a goose
28 Slllel 1 strongly
32 Change the
attitudes of
34 Miss Adams
35 Despite

37 -

sp1111ante

38 Dirt analyses
(2wds . )
39 Apiary dwellers
40 Takes lodging
(2 wds . )

41
42
46
52
SJ
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Skeletal
Big shot
Over and over
Here's mate
Pertaining to birds
Debauchee
SchHigh IQ society
Nothing
Slangy food
Miss Toa,pklns
Parapsychologlst's
field
61 Type of whiskey

1
2
3
4

10
11
12
17

iaipasse
Called up
Sharp projection
Engage in cOlllbat
(2 wds . )
21 Changes chairs
23 City in New Jersey
26 Played a better
game of basketball
27 Large beer glass
28 Fish dish (2 wds . )
29 Blue-pencil
30 GenMn nUOlbers
31 Beer container
32 Pink wine
DOWN
33 Suffix for usher
35 Arrest
Wigwam
36 - Rhineland refusal
Lend 41 Comnonplace
Half of ..,vie team 43 Fasten down
(2 wds.)
44 Make a speech
Type of schoo 1
45 Jonson and Vereen
(abbr.)
46 Hindu deity

5 --Japanese War

47 -

6 Requiring little
effort(3wds.)
7 Ship l'OOII
8 Don Juan's mther
9 Parisian ausical

48 Half of a table
g49 Facility
SO Baseball's Tlant
51 Kennel sound

Crossword Answers page 6

St!ven

SK/'5716 /./Wf!
CIXAI~, sex,
lOIINS llT ~,;
8fiUJMJ PfqMB ..

\
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CLASSIFIED

MARKETING RESEARCH FIELD
EXPERIENCE (#82136) Semester II ~art
time hours arranged but full time
committment March 3-6. Design and
cor:iduct surv~y, compile and report
results. No re1mbursemer:,t . Portsmouth
area near Kan-van . Deadline 12/ 17 / 82 .
C t t Fi Id Ex eriences Verrette
on ac
_e
P
•
House, .!!_62 1 184.
_ _ _ __ __
MARKETING OR FINANCE FIELD
EXPERIENCES (#82111) Summer 1983.
Worcester, MA area. Paid. Full-time.
Admn . major with emphasis on marketing
or finance . Must have completed junior ·
year and _going to be senio_r. Exceptional
grade p~int average. Deadine De~ember
6, 198L. Contact Field Experiences, ~
Verrette House, 862-1184.
Lookingforsomeworktoraisecashto ·pay
your rent, groceries and bills? Take a look
at the jobs available on the STUDENT JOB .
BOARD, located outside the MUB
Cafeteria.
W-a-n-te_d_:_D_r-iv_e_r_t_o_d_r_iv-e-ca_r_f_r_o_m_N_
.H-.-t-o

UPWARD BOUND will have some .
openings for Tutor /Counselors during
the spring semester. All positions are
work / study and pay $4/ hr. Hours are
Monday and Wednesday evenings from
5-9 p.m. Apply before 12/ 6. Contact Dan
or Cheryl a1 862-1563.
Workstudy students- pos itions now open
in MUB . Apply with personnel
coordinators in Admininstrators office,
MUB. 11 / 30

,

To the gids who live in #51 - H.H. - Dover.

SKIERS, SPEND SPRING BREAK AT
SUGARLOAF. For $179 (Dbl. Occ.) you 'll
receive 5 days of unlimited skiing, round
trip transportation via luxury motorcoach,
five nights at the luxurious Trailside
Condos and more. $40 deposit due Dec. 9.
Call Mark Gagnon at 868- 1536 for
KJ, CATH , SHARON and TRACY: I haven 't
information and reservations.
laughed like we did Friday night for so
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose
long. Who said shopping for second hand
Counseling. $10 for students, $15 for
clothes couldn 't be fun? Where else can
others--call for appt. 868-5932.
you see dead birds on hats? (and buy
funky wool overcoats!) Portsmouth will
To 6-1 's sixth roommate : It's
llllcllllllOUI
always lose money on us.
Thanksgiving. Now what do we do?
far
Thanks
for messing up my master plan for
Carol F. So you don 't have a clue about
the
semester. For once, I'm at a loss for
life . Well don't worry, after OB is over with
words but you know anyway. Love, me.
Headphone Amps for Guitars. Only 2" by
I'm sure it will come back to you . I hope
4" and weighs less than 8 oz. Easily
these personals are not causing you too
Jeanne L. : Thanks for taking us
mounts on guitar straps. Runs on
many problems.I hope you have a good
homeward bound today . We really
batteries so you can play anywhere. Enjoy
Thanksgiving. I can hardly wa it to hear
appreciate it! Love. Julie, Mark and Robin.
that concert sound without bothering
about it. See you soon, ya I know, too soon
Did you know that used textbooks at 29%
anyone. Great for dorms and small apts.
enough for you . -0
off list price at the UNH· Bookstore?
Only $49.95 each. Great Christmas gift.
HAPPY Birthday Cindy A. (You can 't use
Send check or M .O. to J .A. Beane, 7
NHOC SKI EQUIPMENT SALE : Bring all of
full
names
you
know,
not
even
if
the
Lakeview Dr., Somersworth, N.H. 03878.
your old skis, boots, and equipment to the
Tampa, Fl. Write or call : T.B. #235, 3809
person lives on the fist floor of Stanton
9th annual New Hampshire Outing Club
th
For Sale: Pentax equipment. 2 camera
House .) Have a great one, and don't drink
Sou
Lake Dri'(e, Tampa, FLA. 33614.
bodies. Pentax Spotmatic and Pentax Htoo much. (UNH already has a drinking. Ski Sale held on Dec. 8,9, 10 from 9-5 in
Tel. no. 813-932-0690.
the Strafford Rm ., MUB. Bring your
1A . 4 lenses: Vivitar 24 mm, Pentax 50
N'"' c o a ooact.
· problem, you know .)
To ALL UNI-I STUOliNTS: tho STUDliNT
oquipmont you . want sold ta rnnm 1 ??
mm, eaixa oo m m, macro, ::,piratone 4W.
Reply in writing only, including your
JOB BOARD is a free service designed to
Deb- I wouldn't have missed it for the
MUB from 11 to 4 on Dec. 3,6, 7 before the
$300
for
everything
or
will
sell
individual
resume to:
connect you with part-time, temporary
world,
c'etait...-:
t
~
o.:..:.i._
.
:
.
D
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
sale. $1.00 for entry and the NHOC gets a
pieces. Call Tom 659-5330 evenings.
Mark Klein, exec. V.P.
and seasonal jobs. Need extra CASH?
Tracy M .: Backgammon on weekends, · 12% commission . Major area retailers
IE Systems Inc., Box 359, Newmarket , NH
Check out the job listings on the
will
be selling new equipment! Come one
more.
Three
years
/
,
Roscoe
Jr.,
Boston
and
1975 Toyota Corolla 2-door sedan, new
03857. 12/ 10
_
STUDENT JOB BOARD, located outside
· come all!!
copper meta lie paint, exhaust, brakes, lots '. with more in the future. Love, Bill. .
the MUB Cafeteria.
MARKETING AIDE FIELD EXPERIENCE
more, can be seen at 45 Mill Rd. Or call
Need tickets for Graduation. Anyone with
Hey Jayne, Look I Your very first personal.
(#82053) Semester II. Part-time hours
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer/year round . . Mark at 868-1361 . Please leave name
If you're flattered, I'm glad. Do you know ' extra tickets. I w ill pay. Need up to 3 more.
arranged. Assist in preparation of mail
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia . All
and number. Asking $1800or B.O. 11 / 23
Call Joan at 868-5547.
what it takes to write one of these things?
order catalogue and marketing plans.
fields.$500-$1200 monthly.Sig~_tseeing
Thanks for making my 21st birthday
i5now tires . 1 pair Goodyear F32 radials .
Dover area, on Kari-van . No pay. Deadl ine
Karen R. : Big mouths, forked tongues, and
Free info. Write IJC Box 52-NH Corona
something special. So what if things
Size 195/ 75R 14. 1 year old, less than
12/ 17 / 82. Contact Field Experiences,
tiny minds lose friends fast. You can't
Del Mar, CA. 92625.
never
go
as
planned.
Just
think,
soon
5000 miles. Phone: 868- 7319. 11123
862-1184.
afford it. Clean up your act and get some
you'll finally be legal and I'll have to write
respect!
. Free kittens . Call 868- 7319. 11123
another one of these (oh joy). Do me a
Why pay list price at the Mall? The U.N .H.
favor; why don't ya tell me next time my
·, VOLVO : 1967 122S. Call BIZ 742-5378 in
Bookstore has Christmas books for
knight in shining armor is standing right
Dover anytime.12/3
everyone on your list at discount prices.
around the corner. P.S. You 're not a boob.
MGH INSTITUTE OF
GET INVOLVED : Work for the Literary
f!!-.a-es
and_RepalButifyoustillinsistonit,fromoneboobto
_,... '"'
,•
another, aren't you glad we're the same
Staff of the 1983 Granite!! Meet great
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
cup size? Thanks for everything. Love,
people and get your name in print ... see
Andrea .
Maggie McKowen, Literary Editor, in Rm.
Skis tuned for the upcoming season. - Lynn, just a little note to say thanks for
125 of the MUB (Granite office) TODAY!!
1
Waxing, p-tex, edges sharpened, bindings
everything and for being a very special
SKIERS, SPEND SPRING BREAK AT
adjusted.
All
for
$5.
Contact
Mark,
1
friend. Nancy. P.S. Can't waitto visit "The . SUGARLOAF. For $179 (Dbl. Occ.)you'II
; Sawyer Hall 206, 2-1128.
Loft" again.
·
receive 5 days of unlimited skiing, round
The Master of Science Program in Nursing, designed for
' Typing Services: Quality work,
trip transportation via luxury motorcoach,
To the guys at 2 0 0- I'm sorry I haven't
non-nurse college graduates, leads 'to preparation as Clinical
. reasonable rates. -431-5036 afte,H5''P.tn.' ' written, but that doesn't mean you guys
five nights at the luxurious Trailside ,
Condos and more. $40 deposit due Dec. 9.
Nurse Specialists. Graduates are eligible for RN licensure and
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose
couldn't write to me. We'll have to keep in
Call Mark Gagnon at 868-1536 for
Counseling.
$10
for
students,
$15
for
touch after the holiday. Don't forget to
specialized practice in one of six clinical areas.
information and reservations .
others. Cal Suzanne, 868-5932 .
save me a piece. You know I have one
To Chi Omega they say eight is enough,
CAROL'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE : saved for you . -Amy
Social Work in Health Care ~rograms
but eight from Phi Mu is better!
one what???
Typing of theses, reports, manuscripts,
letters, etc. Reasonable rates--call 439►Post-Baccalaureate Certificate Program prepares college
To the sisters of Phi Mu : Thanks for
jc quite the road trip had a great time who
414·1 any time. Keep trying if no answer.
partying with us last Wednesday night!
knows maybe I'll grow up to be a
gr~duates for practice in a variety of health settings.
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose politicians wife rp.
To
tu sais qui : Sais tu qui je suis? Et sais
► Post-Master's Certificate Program provides an opportunity
Counseling: $10 for students, $15 for
tu, te souries? Je ne suis pas beaucoup de
please don't, you're fine the way you are!
for social workers to develop the clinical skills and knowledge
timide, es-tu? Veux-tu pour moi te
Shoes for industry, Shoes for the dead. Hi,
chasser? Je veux quelque chose
needed for advanced practice in health care.
my name is .. .you know who you are. Just
seulement tu veux quelque chose. Quelle
wanted to let you know I love you muchly
did-tu? From, C'est moi .
and it's been a great four months. Hope
Oooh ... tres juicy!
there's many more to come. And Turkey
For more informat'i"dn, fill out and return this blank to MGH
OK: .get wicked awesome mega psyched.
NHOC SKI EQUIPMENT SALE : Bring all of Day with the 'rents will be fun. You 'll have
Institute of Health Professions, Massachusetts General
a good time--1 know it. P.S. Maybe
WUNH-FM needs a technical director and
. your old skis, boots, and equipment back
sorr•eday you'll take off those shoes!
Hospital, Boston, MA 02114. PLEASE PRINT
a public affairs director. If you know
· to school after Thanksgiving for'the 9th
machines and get into affairs contact
annual New Hampshire Outing Club Ski
The University Bookstore has over 130
Name
Michael P. at 2-2541 . Also need assistant
Sale held on Dec. 8,9, 10 from 9-5 in the different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
business manager. All paid positions.
Strafford Rm . , MUB. Bring your while selection is excellent. All at 20% off.
equipment you want sold to rm. 122 MUB
Address
UNH Departments will discover the best
&'SB
:
Let's
have
a
good
holiday.
from 11-4 on Dec. 3,6, 7 before the sale.
wholesale office supply prices at the UNH
T.l.L.B.I.D.
City _ _ _ _ _ __ State
$1 .00 entry fee and NHOC receives a 12%
Zip
Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare and
commission . Major area retailers wil be DON'T THROW THOSE CANS AND
support your University store.
selling
new
equipment!
Come
one
come
BOTTLES
AWAY--RECYCLE
THEM!!
The
The MGH Institute of Health Professions admits student~ of any
SKIERS, SPEND SPRING BREAK AT
all!I ,
Students For Recycling are currently
race, color and national or ethnic origin.
SUGARLOAF. For $179 (dbl. occ.) you'll
Bri - I'll) glad you have a ride to Conn . I · collecting bottles and cans every
receive 5 days of unlimited skiing, round
Saturday a.m. Bring your stuff to the
know you will have a good time while you
trip transportation via luxury motorcoach,
are there. I hope they feed you as well as I ' Leavitt Service Center or (Better yet) get
five nights at the luxurious Trailside
your dorm/group apartment building
- fed you. Spice.
Condos and more. $40 deposit due Dec. 9.
organized for recycling. We can help. For
To the man whom I DESIRE-Thanks for more information, call 868-2962 (Jill) or
Call Mark Gagnon at 868-1536 for info
making this past weekend so 862-1041 (Rob). Next meeting is
and reservations.
wonderful!Happy 8 month anniversary December 7, 7 p.m. in Room 126
Need something to do Saturday? Browse
tomorrow-I hope the next 8 are just as Hamilton Smith Hall.
. the UNH Bookstore and discover a world
beautiful as the first 8 have been.I love
of reading at discount prices. Open 10-4
Who is Ernie the Shark?
. you!lll
_every Saturday.
"E .T. " ice-cream . You must be I bet it's Wally
Sewing kits save 30 to 50 percent on top
JOKIN.G .. .give me a bite.
No, it's gotta be Danny
quality down vests, mountain parkas,
Tracy: It's not nice to tackle your· roomate Forget it. . . It's definitely DAVE!!!
daypacks, tote bags, bike bags,
in the middle of the road. You 've been
comforters, others. No patterns--fabric
hanging around K.J. and Cath too much. In the MUB PUB, Now Sound Express and
pre-cut! Available mail-order or at our
all my friends that showed up last
My God!
factory. Free brochure. Timerline Sewing
Thursday night. My thanks to all of you for
Kids, Box 126-U2, Clark St., Pittsfield,
Trac: Too l!>ad you didn 't make it late making my birthday so much fun. I really
N.H. 03263.
enough to shake your groove thing at appreciated all of you. JESS.
Sigrna Nu. Confused when you woke up??
One Gibson steel string guitar $175 and
How did you feel by laundry time? Have The UNH Bookstore's primary objective
one Aria steel string guitar, with mother
some chablis and a meatball and call me will always be to stock a wide variety of
of pearl in lay, $175. Both in excellent
books in support of your educational
in morning.
condition . Best offer ... call 742-5491 .
goals. The addition -of clothing, gifts, and
When you can get four out of five to sleeg UNH souvenirs has added one stop
Mark-Thanks for a great pledge dance.somewhere else, that's something. convenience to our store and an exciting
Lisa
You 're something! Have a fun break. Love product mix. Visit today and discover the
Cin-Cin, To one of the most deserving
ya ·.
change!!
·
people of a happy birthday that I've ever
J'e'ffie, Jeffie, Jeffie, my legs are cold as ·
Chris Avery : Well we really rocked the
known in my life. You bet your gonna
ice. Smack them on the sidewalk and
house down Saturday night. Don't worry
enjoy it if it kills you. And it really doesn't
the case of beer will soon be a knockin at ; make them short and nive. Mommy,
matter who remembers it or not. (Well,
your door. Here's to many more years of · Mommy, Mommy, look what Jeffie's
almost doesn 't matter). Happy Birthday
deranged songs. The other half of the ' done. It really_ doesn't hurt so much, but
Cini We love you lotsll Carol.
it's awfully hard to run.
•
Generic Nubians.
Margo-- Thanks for driving to the P.O. It
wouldn 't have been the same without
you. Maybe next time I'll shut up aboutthe
mountains!!-- Lisa. P.S.- Have you seen
any vibrating suitcasses lately?
.

Help Wanted

•
I
____
1
WE NEED HELP!
··
·
MICROCOMPUTER ENGINEER : BS or MS
.
•
.
'
(EE) with experience using popular
microprocessors at board le~el; asser:11bly
language programming skills required; ·
async, bisync, SDLC communications :
experience desirable;
·
SENIOR SYSTEMS RPOGRAMMER : 1
Experience using Macro or C on VAX, .
DEC-10, DEC-20, or PDP-11 required; '
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER : Experience
with C or microprocessor assembly
languages desirable;
.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT / TRAINING '
STAFF: Willingness to travel throoghout ·
US about 4-5 days / month to conduct I
classes at customer sites; must have
some programming experience;
·
IE systems is a small but rapidly growing
company specializing in microcomputerbased data communications , with
customers worldwide . We offer
competitive salaries and benefits, and an
informal, small town environment on the

1

Have a great Thanksgiving. Spice.
Kirsten, I hope you also have a wonderful
time in N.J. Enjoy your vacation - there is
lots of work awaiting. - Happy
Thanksgiving - Spice. _

Salt

0

I

](5]:., ·

~::;:i~1

The Graduate School announces

$300 TUITION SCHOLA~SHIP FOR
PART-TIME GRADUATE DEGREE
STUDENTS
Peace Corps

Dec. 2, 9:30-4:00, info booth in
MUB Lobby;
8:30-4:30, interviews
in Huddelston Hall.

for
Spring Semester 1983
Deadline for Application is December 3, 1982
Application forms are available at
the Graduate School, Horton Social Science Center.

Dave Woz-Please forgive me, I didn't get
to dance with you and it was my fault. Oh
well, at least you're not going to California
next semester. Love K.
EVERYone at Stanton House wishes
Cindy A. a terrific 20th birthday!
Dave and Tom- we had a fantastic time
and we owe it all to you. You guys are
terrific. Love Cindy and Kim.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CINDY ADAMS!!!
LINDA S.: Thanks so much for the
beautiful rose .. .l love it!! I hope you 're still
up for celebrating in Boston on the 26th .
We 'll give you a call on Turkey Day, OK?
Love, a long lost buddy iri Devine. ·
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Women hoopsters outgun West ·Point, 72-52
Point on the offensive and - of the Wildcat's dominance.
By Maura Gavin
The second half was
Ter-ry Redmond and Kelly- defensive fronts. "A 150
Butterfield are noble percent improvement from last showtime. The N eHsoncompatriots in the battle of the year;" said De Marco. "She Butterfield fast brea1c is an
· boards along with teamates broke Army's back within the impressive act. l-n ·the center
ring is Terry Mulligan.'s wellChris Gulas, Gail Jackson and first five minutes."
Gulas was everything that defined outside shot, and in this
the rest of the UNH squad. The :
cats outmanuevered the West had been predicted and more. corner, Redmond, drawing
Point flanks in a skillful display She set the fast pace for UNH, constant physical abuse from
of "military" tactics in 'that remained pretty much players. Redmond took five
consistent throughout the first offensive charges, mostly in the
Saturday's 72-52 win.
second half.
Although Army may have half.
Subs were made with 12:01
"I don't mind taking the
been in superior physical
condition (resulting in early left in the first half for all the charge when others lose their
foul' trouble and fatigue for starters except Redmond.·· man," Redmond said. "I '
UNH)the response from the "She's a stabilizing factor," appreciate it when they do the
Cats bench was overwhelmmg. DeMarco said after the game. same for me."
West Point tried to turn on
Starting guards Gulas and "The young~r kids play better
the juice but the Wildcats kept
· Linda Neilson got into foul when she's on the court."
Indeed, this must be the case. right on their backs, inatchin~
trouble early.
· ... They were anxious," Freshman Margie Arnold and them move for move.
"We played spurts of good
explained Wildcat coach Sophomore Jennifer Mueller,
Cecilia DeMarco. "The new after overcoming initial first ball,"DeMarco said. "That's;
rule against tagging (hand game jitters, gave fine acceptable on Nov. 20 but it
checking your defensive player) performances. Arnold _ won_'t be in January. I was
hurt our guards. No one likes possesses good ball-handling disappointed at the number of
the rule and it is difficult to skills and is a tremendos passer. times both teams were at the
adjust your playing style to DeMarco remains confident line. Again, our inconsistencies ·
that both will strengthen the are a result of inexperience, so
ac~9modate the change."
· they will be overcome."
·Nevertheless, the two are a guard spot.
Jackson replaced Higgins, .
The Wildcats will travel to
hot combo. Both are fast,
innovative and intimidating on but seem-ed to have difficulty in Rhode Island this ·weekend to·
getting her inside game down. participate in the New England
the fast break.
The Wildcat defens was in As UNH's second highest Tip-off Tourney. They have
control from the start. A scorer for the day, most of her won the event since its
blocked shot by center Denise points were earned at the free inception two years ago, but
this year face a tough opponent
Higgins seemed to stabilize her throw line.
At halftime the score was 37- as UConn is added to the lineinitial unsteadiness. However,
- Butteffi~ld bombar.ded West . 26, not a significant indication_ up which features UMass and
'

Kelly Butterfield (30) helped power the women's hoop team to
an easy 72-52 win over West Poin~ (Tim Skeer photo)

Flyers' Brickley
watches mates

· URI.

Swimwomen deep six Huskies

The UNH women's swim.;., captured first (2:14.2) while diving event, freshman Anne
By Kent Cherrington
out with the Flyers in ming and diving team Katie Kelley took second Lowrie was first while fellow
improved their record to 2-1 (2:19.4). Clohisy also took first freshman Kim Todd was
The men's hockey team at September.
"It was tough," Brickley says Saturday afternoon with a . 99- place honors in the 100 meter second, and Baker third. The UNH has one of the most
potent offenses in the nation. about his tryout. "Philly gives 42 stomping of N ortheast~rn fly ( 1:02.2) while co-captain , three Wildcat divers finished in
Alison Smith ( 1·:04.6) placed the same order in the three
The Wildcats score<.! 176 goals no preferential treatment to University.
A perennial entry in the second:
meter diving competition.
last season, and returns nine of rookies, and it's tough
Another highlight for UNH ·
Co-captain Carol Hickey
its top ten scorers. The only one mentally. They don't tell you nation's Top Ten in Division II,
not returning is the leading anything. They don't tell you if the Wildcats dumped Vermont rounds out ·UN H's All- were the fol_:lr first place finishes
· you're playing well, or if you're in the season's opener and were America swimmers. Hiekey's in the free style events.
scorer, Andy Brickley.
surprised by UConn in the specialty is the backstroke.
Freshman Sarah Terrill took
Brickley did not graduate, playing poorly."
Saturday Hickey got some help first in the I 00 meter free while
Just before the end of second match of the season.
though. Nor did he stumble
"I thought we did really from her teammates, with , Catherine Jones placed first in
academically. Over the training camp, ·Brickley was
well," said UNH coach Carol freshman Debbie Ewell (1:06.2) the 500 meter free.
summer, the former Wildcat cut.
Meanwhile, Cole snatched
Rowe. She said the reason for finishing first in the 100 meter
"Of course I was very
signed a contract to play
professional hockey in the disappointed when I got cut," their loss to U Conn was backstroke, and Hickey second first place in the 200 meter free
while Sullivan took the 50
Philadelphia Flyer organiza- he says. "But the Flyers have because the squad was tired. (1:06.7).
The Wildcats took one of -meter free.
tion, foregoing his senior year many new players this year, "They swam an excellent meet
The Wildcats 200 meter
and they've made many trades. and surprised us," said Rowe. their four 1-2-3 sweeps of the
at UNH.
One of the 'Cats strengths day in the 200 meter medley relay team (Ewell,
Brickley is now playing for Not too many rookies step in
the Maine Mariners, the Flyer's for the Flyers in the first place." this season is the butterfly backstroke. Sophomore Linda Kathleen Griffin, Clohisy and
Reports from the Maine club event. Buoyed by All America Hermance was first (2:24.1); Cole) also won first · place
top farm team. He was one of
the final skaters to be cut from say. Brickley has a possibility of butterfly specialist Emily Cole Whitney Semple, second honors in a time of I :55.8.
One source of concern for ·
the Flyers, and is the Mariner's being called up this year, but and All America teammate (2:27.02); and freshman
fourth leading scorer. In 16 that it may depend on injuries Martha Clohisy, the 'Cats had Barbara Bennett, third the women's squad this year is
, the breaststroke events because
little problem cleaning up (2:27.99).
.
games, "The Brick" has seven or who the Flyers need.
UNH's other sweeps were in I of -the graduation of All- ·
Chances of_ a quick recall points in the butterfly against
goals and eight assists, but not
the 100 meter IM and the one ' America - Sue Herskovitz.
a single penalty.
have b~en slightly hampered, NU.
Already this year Cole and meter and three meter diving However, the 'Cats' look to
As a Wildcat, the former due to a recurring shoulder
Melrose, Mass. star was chosen injury. Brickley says it's an Clohisy have qualified for the · events. The success in the Griffin along with Melissa
All-American last year. His "extremely aggravated" rotator nationals in two events. Cole . diving events is a pleasant Lawrence and freshmen Jean
team-leading 53 points (26 cuff problem, one that he's had set a team and 6-year-old pool surprise since sophomore Meg Hayden and Patty Hughes to
record against Vermont in Baker was the 'Cats only diver . shore up the event.
goals, 27 assists) last year for a long time.
The UNH women's swimbettered his previous season's
He skated on it last Friday, qualifying for the 50 meter last year.
Semple finished first in the ming and diving teams next
mark of 52 (27 ,25), which tied and was to be ready for last free(24:9.4). She has also
him for the team lead with Dan Saturday's game against qualified for the 200 meter free 100 meter IM (1 :06.1), followed match will. be Dec. 4 against
Forget. A walk-on freshm~n, Adirondack. The injury caused while Clohisy has qualified in by teammates Ann Sullivan Boston College in Qurham.
(1 :06.3) and Carla Myers 1
Brickley stands twentieth on . him to miss the Mariner's last the 100 and 200 flys.
In the 200 meter fly, Clohisy (I :09A). In the one meter
the Wildcat career scoring road trip, which allowed
chart with 68 goals and 69 Brickley the time to see UNH's
regular season -opener Friday
assists for 137 points.
A member of the All-New night.
(continued from page 16)
"It's kinda awkward coming
England and All-EC AC teams
in 1981 and 1982, Brickley was back here, knowing I could've club once again, this time in a . ·are," said Pearson. "We're - ·Skidmore)," said Holt.
a member of the National played here," he said between four on three, UNH advantage. n~torious for a slow start, but - - the · play of- baclc=-up·
Junior Team. He toured periods. "But I certainly have
With a minute to go, UNH give us a couple of weeks."
goaltender Bruce Gillies also
Germany in December 1980, no regrets about my decision. pulled Gillies to get the extra
There were- many brjght suprised the -Saturday night
and played in the National · I'm very happy with my life, man, and got what they hoped spots for the club over the crowd. Gillies missed all of last
· Sports Festival the same year. and my lifestyle."
for. Unfortunately, LaCombes weekend. One of which is the year with a knee injury
The Flyers drafted Brickley
Andy Brickley is very would be third goal came just powerplay performance, which sustained while playing
on the last round in 1980, after optimistic about his chances after the green light went on is coming around, according to football, and hadn't seen any
his freshman year, making him this year. "I'll be in Philly soon. signaling the end of play.
Holt.
playing time in two years.
the last player taken in the I'm planning on playing in
"I think we realized that
"I'm also pleased with the The Wildcats will host
draft. Brickley waited until this Philadelphia this year."
- they're not as good as thei~ green line (Mark Doherty - C
·
~ \
'
t .
• . • ·1 .
.,,_ - number one·ra11kihg·-says ·th~y .... &oiC Filison, - -and- Shan~
ornell Saturday night ,
summer to decide, then tried

-----HOCKEY--------
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Sports
Cardiac 'C1Jts ·need just a little_;more time
By- Peter Clark
Todd Pearson, but hopes for a !
UN H hockey fans take heart. victory were dashed shortly
Sure the men's hockey team after Pearson's departure. A
lost their first two games this clearing pass, rolling on edge,
weekend against Minnesota- took the clubhouse turn into
Duluth 5-3, and 6-5, but two the UNH net.
losses have never looked so ·
Fans who returned to
good.
Saturday evenings game
It's early in the season for the probably swear they were
Wildcats, but the same can't be watching Friday's game on
said for the Bulldogs who video-tape. brought a 9-2-1 regular season
Minnesota again opened up
record into the game.
the scoring inside of a minute,
"I wasn't sure how they'd then got the second, third and
be," said Minnesota-Duluth fourth goals of the game. The
l!oal-tender Bob Mason. "We period ended, and the Tats
· thought •~ t~ ke these games trailed 4-0.
once "'"' :e 'd take these - i- 1 1t
Along with back-up
their guys are tougn a1<!~mes goaltender Bruce Gillies,
showed a lot of guts."
sophomore Dwayne Robinson
"Once we get a little more led the UNH charge in the
pratice and our forwards start second periodi beating Mason
playing together, we'll start with a pretty wristshot after
beating teams by six and seven stepping in front of an errant
goals," .said UNH senior Jay pass.
Mill~r.
UNH's Paul Barton closed
Gutsy play best describes the the gap to two, as he stuffed
play of the Wildcats. They home the rebound from a Dan
could have rolled over for the Potter .backhand at 8: 16. Six
number one team in the minutes later the 'Cats
country Friday night when they powerplay brought the
trailed 4-1, four minutes into capacity crowd to its feet, as
the third period, but it wasn't sophomore Norm La Combe
the case.
deflected a Peter Herms'
Junior Steve Lyons tipped slapshot in the goal.
home a point drive at 15: 18 of
Not bad coming back from a
the third sending the packed four goal deficit, and it wasn't
house to its feet. Two minutes over. At 17:27, the exuberant
later, the anxious crowd got fans nearly blew the roof off
another chance to erupt when Snively as Lacombe again
sophomore Norm La Combe introduced himself to Mr.
collected his second of the Mason and the goal judge
evening, picking the corner to making it 4-4.
the right of Mason.
"We have to become a first Freshman defenseman Peter Herms wrestles a Bulldog player from the slot area. The Wildcats
The momentum at that point period team," said Pearson. dropped two tough games over the weekend to the number one ranked team in the country
was clearly in the hands of "We show a lot of character · Minnesota-Duluth. (Tim Skeer photo)
·
coach Charlie Holt and coming back, but a good team sorry for them."
first goal in the third period to comeback, as he slid a shot
company, as the Wildcats doesn't get down by four goals.
UN H was dealt a severe blow make it 6-4, but couldn't slam through Mason's pads.
peppered Mason relentlessly We're going to have a good just a minute and a half later as the door on the 'Cats.
Minnesota trickled home a
for the next minute and a half. week of practice and then .. .I'd Minnesota's Mike Krensing
UNH's Steve Lyons shot shortly after the Lyons
UNH added an extra skater, be afraid to be Cornell on broke the streak, making it 5-4. reassured the fans at 9:05 that goal, but Lyons sparked the
when Holt yanked goaltender Saturday night. I really feel
The Bulldogs also SGOred th~ there would. indeed be another HOCKEY, page 15
»

Slavs slide by UNH, 77-76
backed up primarily by 6' 7"
on losing him."
By Steve Damish
Nolan is expected to practice freshman Dirk Koopman who
The insignificance of UNH's
scrimmage game against the this week, while McClain must comes from Worcester
K varner Rijeka basketball club wait until a ·bone-scan is taken Academy. Koopman started
of Yugoslavia last night was the Monday. Friel hopes he'll be against Yugoslavia and scored
Wildcat's 77-76 loss. The back by the end of the month. 12 points.
Koopman, along with fellow
Meanwhile; UNH has other
significant fact of th~ evening
was guard Al McClain's and problems it must contend with, freshman Ty Bridge (9 points)
forward Dan Nolan's absence such as its perennial unstable and Ted DiGrande (11 points),
forecourt and a young, combined for 32 points last
on the playing floor.
The number one and number inexperienced team with five night. Senior guard Robin
Dixon, who averaged 13.5
three scorers from last year, freshman.
Forward, Tony Stanfield, points a game last year, led the
respectively played the role of
onlooker, nursing pre-season the fourth highest scorer of the team in scoring with 26 points.
Defense has also been a
1981-'82 season, was lost
injuries.
McClain, because of because of academic difficulties problem for UNH in the past
ligament problems in his right while Joe Rainis is the only and was last night in the first
half when Yugoslavia
ankle, has yet to practice _this returning center.
"We're hurting (at center outscored the Wildcats 44-30.
year, while Nolan, recovering
"I've told the kids," said
from an operation in which two position)," said Friel. "You
pieces of wood were taken from don't have to be Dick Tracey to Friel, "that we're not going to
his right foot, has been idle figure that out. We've got no · win unless we play defense."
Last year opponents
backups. Joe Rain is has got to
since Nov. 9.
averaged 71. 7 points a game
But both should return soon, have a good year, period."
Rainis was third on the team against the Wildcats who
according to coach Gerry Friel.
"In my opinion," he said, last year in rebounds with 84. scored an average of 66 points'a
"because of the toughness. of He averaged 3.2 points a game, . game.
"Look at all the teams that
Dan Nolan, he'll be on the floor · and scored six points last night.
"I don't feel any pressure," go far," said senior forward
against Brown (home opener,
said Rainis when asked about Karl Hicks, "They win because
Nov. 27)."
Commenting on McClain, his situation this year. "Why of the way they play defense.
who averaged 17.6 points a should I? If I put pressure on Those are good points
(defensive problems last year)~
game in last year's 9-18 season, myself, I'll just get tense."
Pressure or no pressure, but you don't want to draw any
Friel said, "You don't lose an
Al McClain and figure you'll be performance or no perfor- parallels to that."
as good, but I'm not planning mance, Rainis should be

Freshman forward Ted Di Grande netted 11 points last night in
UNH's 77-76 loss to ·Yugoslavia. (Tim Skeer photo)

